Informal communications media pose new challenges for information systems design, but the nature of informal interaction offers new opportunities as well. This paper describes NetLensEmail, a system designed to support exploration of the content-actor network in large email collection. Unique features of NetLens-Email include close coupling of orientation, specification, restriction and expansion and introduction and incorporation of a novel capability for iterative projection between content and actor networks within the same collection. Scenarios are presented to illustrate the intended employment of NetLens-Email, and design walkthroughs with two domain experts provide an initial basis for assessment of the suitability of the design by scholars and analysts.
Introduction
Systems designed to support information seeking processes have traditionally focused on documents such as books, scholarly articles and news stories that are written in a formal style and carefully edited. The emergence of the Web has brought new challenges (e.g., limiting adversarial manipulation of search results from -search engine optimization‖), new opportunities (e.g., from the rich network of interconnections between Web pages), and increased emphasis on certain types of information needs (e.g., -navigational queries‖ seeking a service rather than a document).
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We now find ourselves on the verge of another such transformation as increasing quantities of informally exchanged messages are created, retained, and ultimately made searchable. Hardly a week goes by without mention in the press of the use of stored email messages as evidence in some investigation. Retention of instant messaging records is now required in certain regulatory settings (e.g., for securities dealers). Rapid and affordable document imaging services have facilitated mass digitization of memoranda, notes, and other informal messages that previously were available only in hardcopy form when their release is sought incident to litigation or a regulatory investigation. This transformation is not limited to written sources: advances in automatic speech recognition have already rendered some informal speech transcribable with sufficient accuracy to support some information access tasks (e.g., query-based search or automatic topic classification). Now is therefore a propitious time to explore the design of systems to support access to these types of retained records from informal interaction.
Informally written content has long been a focus of work in an area broadly known as -personal information management,‖ the distinguishing characteristic of which is that the user participated in the recorded interactions. Our interest, by contrast, is in -archival access‖ applications in which the user was a non-participant. Representative users in our context would include historians and other scholars seeking to make sense of past events, archivists and records managers who are responsible for managing retention and description of specific collections, lawyers tasked with disclosing relevant evidence in response to a plaintiff's -discovery‖ request, and law enforcement or intelligence analysts seeking to understand specific intentions, actions, or events. Two important characteristics of those situations are that (1) the amount of informal interaction is often larger than can be understood by any individual, and (2) the people seeking to make sense of what they find may initially be unfamiliar with some of the people mentioned in the collection and some of the topics discussed there.
This formulation leads us naturally to think of our user's task as -sense-making‖ rather than simply as search. By sense-making in this context we mean a directed process in which the user assembles evidence to construct a personal understanding of specific aspects of the meaning of recorded interactions (Dervin and Foerman-Wernet. 2003) . In essence, sense-making is better thought of as learning than as simply finding. For example, when viewing an email inquiring 3 about when someone plans to arrive, the user might then want to know what the purpose of the visit had been. The process of sense-making is iterative, evolving through progressively more focused information needs that themselves may be recursively decomposed into smaller and even more tightly focused information needs. Multiple sources of information are typically consulted, although at this point in our work we have chosen to focus on exploration of a single collection.
An important feature of informal interaction is the complementary relationship between identity and topicality. For example, if we want to find White House emails that address tobacco policy, it would help to know which staff members had policy responsibilities. Similarly, if we want to know how someone spent their weekend, that information is more likely to be found in a message sent to a friend than in a message broadcast to a departmental mailing list. Focusing on identity is not new, of course. For example, source authority has long been recognized as an important factor in information seeking behavior (e.g., (Meho and Tibbo, 2003) ). Informal interaction brings an explosive increase in the number of sources, however. As a result, making sense of identity can be just as challenging, and just as important, as making sense of topical content. For example, the CMU version 1 of the Enron email collection (Klimt and Yang, 2004 ) contains a snapshot of email retained by just 149 individuals, but together those half-million emails contain more than 123,000 unique email addresses. 2 Of course, any specific sense-making task will focus on the roles, relationships, interests and activities of just a few of those people. Search and sense-making are therefore close cousins.
If we view sense-making as a process engaged in by people with the help of machines, then supporting effective interaction naturally becomes a focal issue when designing the machine. In this article, we present an exploration support system, which we call NetLens, that employs a factored design in which the same basic functions can be applied to a variety of sense-making problems for which identity and content can productively be reasoned about jointly (e.g., studying the growth and decline of online communities, or fostering knowledge management within organizations). NetLens integrates five key capabilities: orientation, specification, restriction, expansion, and projection; we describe each of these in Section 4. The system was initially applied 1 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron 2 As points of comparison with topical sense-making, both the Bible and the complete works of Shakespeare each contain fewer than 25,000 unique words.
4 to a content-author network constructed from scholarly publications from the ACM digital library (Kang et al., 2007) . We focus here on the new capabilities that we added to create a -NetLensEmail‖ system, including multi-scale (message and thread) content representation, more comprehensive representations of identity, and (for a subset of the collection) rich annotation.
Our principal interest at this stage in our research is eliciting insight into the suitability for this task of the NetLens interaction design. To gain that insight, we conducted design walkthroughs with two users who brought expertise and experience in some specific types of sense-making tasks that we seek to support. In those walkthroughs, the users explored the Enron collection.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews prior work on email analytics and visualization. Section 3 introduces the Enron collection and describes the preprocessing that we performed on that collection. Section 4 describes the NetLens-Email system in detail. Section 5 then contrasts NetLens-Email with the design of an interactive ranked retrieval system that we use as a baseline against which the more advanced capabilities of NetLens-Email are contrasted. Section 6 presents results from design walkthroughs with two experts, a professional archivist and an experienced analyst, each of whom first used our baseline system and then NetLens-Email. We conclude in Section 7 with remarks on the implications of this work for future research on helping non-participants make sense of large collections of recorded informal interaction.
Related Work
Our NetLens-Email system integrates analytic and visualization functions, so we review prior work on those topics in the context of email.
Email Analytics
A key task that has been extensively investigated is discovery of relationships between the individuals who participated in construction of an email collection; this is a form of social network analysis. For example, McArthur and Bruza (2003) found explicit and implicit connections between people by mining semantic associations inferred from their email communications. This kind of link characterization can in turn serve as a basis for more sophisticated inference. For example, Leuski (2004) analyzed the patterns of speech acts in incoming and outgoing emails to infer the roles of specific individuals from a small collection of 500 emails. Tyler et al. (2005) undertook a similar task on a far larger collection, using centrality statistics to identify communities and leadership roles from a graph representing information flows evident in a collection of nearly one million email headers. There has also been some work on associating email addresses with mentions of individuals in the body text of email messages that offers the potential to extend social network analysis to include mentions in addition to interactions (Elsayed et al., 2008; Diehl et al., 2006; Minkov et al., 2006 (Craswell et al., 2005) . Two basic approaches to exploiting topic matching for that problem have been tried. The first builds a profile for each individual from emails they have sent and received, then searches those profiles based on a query. The alternative is to index each email separately, identify emails that match the query, and then to infer the most likely experts based on those highly ranked emails. Balog et al. (2006) systematically compared the two approaches using a large collection of emails sent to World Wide Web Consortium mailing lists, finding the second approach to be both more effective and more efficient. Zhang and Ackermann (2005) adopted a complementary perspective, investigating expert finding based on social network analysis. In experiments with the Enron email collection they found that asking well connected neighbors (i.e., those who sent messages to many different correspondents) to help identify an expert on some specific topic would in be a good strategy (e.g., that it would generally be better than asking people whose expertise is similar to yours). Evidence from email has also been used in conjunction with other sources. For example, Culotta et al. (2004) used the Web to find contact information for people whose names and email addresses were extracted from email headers.
A problem known as -e-discovery‖ in the context of civil litigation has emerged as a driving application for effective and efficient search in large email collections (and many other types of 6 digital data). As digital records displace physical records of individual, corporate and government activity, massive collections are being amassed that exceed what the manual review techniques of an earlier era can accommodate (Baron and Thompson., 2007) . Development of search technology tailored to the requirements of this task is being investigated by participants in the Text Retrieval
Conference' legal track .
Although email addresses can provide a strong basis for modeling identity, intentional deception can be a problem in some applications. Some early studies on authorship attribution in email were conducted by de Val (de Val, 2000; de Val and Anderson, 2001 
Email Visualization
Visualization has been used to analyze both personal email collections and public archives of threaded discussions that resemble the ways mailing lists are often used. The focus of research with personal email collections has most often been personal information management. For example, Remail provided overviews of correspondents and messages to help spot those with similar attributes (Rohall et al., 2003) . PostHistory was a personal information management tool for using timelines and contact overviews to help generate insights that would be socially relevant to the owner of an email collection (Viegas et al., 2004) . Social Network Fragments complemented that approach, identifying communication clusters in social networks of authors (Viegas et al., 2004) . There has also been work on showing the structure of threaded email conversations over time (Kerr, 2003; Venolia and Neustaedter, 2003 (Perer and Smith, 2006) .
Until recently, data availability issues made it difficult to study archives of emails from groups of people. The eArchivarius project showed clusters based on content or co-addressing, along with timelines and biographies to explore a small set of government email that had been released in response to Freedom of Information Act requests (Leuski et al., 2003) . For the half-milliondocument Enron collection, an interactive graph exploration tool was developed by Heer (2005) to explore the social network of correspondents. To obtain even larger collections, researchers have most often turned to Usenet and to public mailing lists. Those services are often used somewhat differently from personal email, but the common message format at least makes it possible to apply similar tools. On a larger scale, Sack's (2000) -Conversation Map‖ reveals the long-term structure of Usenet discussion groups by using social network diagrams, lists of discussion themes, and a semantic network, and other researchers have applied Treemaps in the Netscan project to visualize Usenet postings (Smith and Fiore, 2001 ).
Closely coupling analysis capabilities with visualization, an approach often referred to as -visual analytics,‖ (Thomas and Cook, 2005) can yield capabilities that are greater than the sum of the parts. Of course, all analysis results are displayed in some way, and all visualization is based on some analysis. So the moniker -visual analytics‖ is best used to describe collaborations that extend beyond the traditional boundaries of those individual fields. Early examples include the use of dimensionality reduction to visualize thematic relationships in vector spaces (Wise et al., 1995) while newer work combines multiple approaches (e.g., (Proulx et al., 2006, Seo and ).
Preprocessing
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The capabilities of our NetLens-Email system are grounded in extensive preprocessing for representation of content and identity, both in a form designed to support rapid automated response during interactive use and in a form designed for on-demand display to the user. This section first describes how we represent content, and then how we represent identity.
Representing Content
We started with the CMU version of the Enron collection, which contains 517,431 email messages, without attachments (Klimt and Yang, 2004) . We augmented this email content with 93 transcribed recordings of telephone conversations between Enron energy traders and others, rendered in a format similar to that used for email (Goldstein et al., 2006) . In preprocessing, we automatically detected salutation and signature lines and separated new body-text (i.e., text actually written by the sender of the email) from the quoted text (i.e., sections of a forwarded or replied-to message that are automatically copied into the message by the sender's email client).
Duplicate messages were removed. We considered two emails to be duplicates if they have exactly the same: (1) email addresses of sender and receivers, (2) subject, and (3) body (after being tokenized and stemmed). This process resulted in detection of 268,980 duplicate emails; about 52% of the collection (because many messages were stored both by their sender and by some recipients). Subsequent processing was restricted to the remaining 248,451 unique emails.
We recorded the folder in which each message had been found as additional header metadata; because of duplicate detection this field could contain more than one folder.
Although thread relationships are sometimes encoded by email software in an optional in-reply-to header, that is not the case in the CMU version of Enron collection. We therefore adopted a technique similar to that introduced by Lewis and Knowles, in which quoted headers and quoted text are used to form a retrieval query (using Lucene 3 , an open source Java library for text retrieval applications) to identify the most likely parent email in the same thread (Lewis and Knowles, 1997) . When quoted text was not available, we used the subject line to recognize thread relationships (by removing terms such as -re:‖ and -fwd:‖ and then looking for identical nontrivial subject lines). We defined email threads as tree structures that include all emails that could be 9 linked by parent-child relationships detected in these ways. Unlike typical (reply chain) threads, our threads also include forwarding relationships. The resulting threads sometimes contain parts of more than one actual conversation; more robust reconstruction techniques are, of course, possible (e.g., Yeh, 2006) .
We built separate indexes for messages and for threads. Any text found in the subject field, in the main body, or in quoted text, was stemmed, English stop-words were removed, and the resulting terms were indexed using Lucene. Two parts of the collection had additional annotations available that we also indexed. In the 93 transcribed telephone conversations, names of mentioned persons and some important words (e.g., -email‖, "Enron", and "Ricochet") were manually annotated (Goldstein et al., 2006) . For 1,700 of the messages, additional manually annotated faceted descriptive metadata was available from UC Berkeley. 5 This metadata includes coarse genre (company business, purely personal, etc.), types of attachments 6 (press release, legal document, etc.), primary topics keyed to a collection-specific ontology (California energy crisis, legal advice, trip report, etc.), and emotional tone (secrecy, worry, gratitude, etc.).
All of these representations were available to support both automated processing and display to the user. In addition, we automatically constructed one representation specifically for display to the user: a 100-word generic (i.e., not query-specific) summary of each thread (Zajic et al., 2008) .
The constituent emails in the thread were first pre-processed to remove quoted text and to identify and syntactically parse each sentence. The Hedge Trimmer system, which had been originally designed for summarization of news and later adapted to email summarization, was then used to 10 generate multiple compressed candidates for each sentence. A sentence selector based on maximum marginal relevance was used to select among the resulting compressed candidates for inclusion in the summary. The goal of this process was to maximize inclusion of sentences describing central concepts from the thread, while minimizing redundancy within the summary.
Representing Identity
The CMU version of the Enron collection contains 133,581 unique email addresses. We collapsed this set to 123,783 identities by automatically recognizing co-referent addresses using header cooccurrence and exact full-name matching. As identity attributes, we used domain names extracted from email address (enron.com, (other).com, .edu, .gov, etc.), person names, and job titles, statistically improbable phrases, number of correspondence partners, connectance, and centrality.
Person names were automatically associated with email addresses based on co-occurrence in email headers, or in automatically detected salutation or signature lines (Elsayed and Oard, 2006) . Job titles were manually annotated only in the 1,700-message UC Berkeley subset of the email collections based on database content that had been released as a part of the Enron investigation (Hemminger, 2005) . The number of correspondence partners was computed as the number of unique identities to which they had sent at least one message or from which they had received at least one message in the collection. Connectence (a clustering coefficient) was computed as the proportion of the person's correspondence partners (computed as above) who had also corresponded directly with one another. Centrality was computed as the average of the shortest path lengths from the identity to every other identity in the communications graph (where any message between two identities defined an undirected link). Collectively, we refer to the number of correspondence partners, connectence, and centrality as -social network statistics.‖
As with content representation, we built one identity representation specifically for display to the user. We call this representation a -bio‖ (short for biography). The bio was designed as an easily skimmed summary of useful information about a person, including their full name, job title (when known), email address, commonly used signature lines, and most frequent correspondence partners (shown as email addresses), the social network statistics, and statistically improbable
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Preprocessing phrases (word sequences that were much more commonly used by one identity than by any other). NetLens was designed to serve as a research prototype that allows us to try out different interface designs, interaction strategies, and component capabilities for applications in which identity and content can both serve important access points. NetLens-Email is an evolutionary development of NetLens (Kang et al., 2007) , itself based on PaperLens (Lee et al., 2005) both originally designed to help users explore portions of the ACM Digital Library. Figure 1 illustrates the design perspective of NetLens-Email. NetLens employs a factored design in which the data store is http://code.google.com/p/statistically-improbable-phrases/ 7 Queries 12 coupled to the user interface through a service architecture. A relational database serves the primary data store for items that can be computed in advance, with additional capabilities (e.g., expansion based on content similarity) implemented as separate services that are invoked on demand.
NetLens Capabilities
NetLens provides users with five fundamental capabilities:
Orientation: At first, users see an overview of the email collection both in terms of content and identity. They can see a visual representation of the distribution of the data over a variety of attributes (e.g., distribution of the number of emails by year, or by the time of the day), or distribution of people by status (e.g., sender vs. receiver, or inside vs. outside of Enron).
Specification: Users often start by specifying something about what they are looking for, either in the content or among the people sending and receiving (or mentioned in) the email. This might be a fairly specific reference (e.g., the full name of a person, or a specific phrase that might be found in some email), or the starting point may be more general (e.g., the name of a company where some people work, or a relatively common word that might have been used in several contexts).
Specification produces a result set, optionally ranked by a user-specified criterion (e.g., a list of people working for a company, optionally ranked by their centrality in the social network among that company's employees) Details on the -rank-by-feature framework‖ that motivates this design can be found in (Seo and Shneiderman, 2005) .
Restriction: Once a set has been created, it can be further restricted by specifying additional required characteristics to create a subset. Simple examples include truncating a ranked set at some fixed cutoff (e.g., deleting people who sent few emails), or specifying an additional required characteristic (e.g., limiting the time frame being considered).
Expansion:
The size of a set can also be expanded to include related materials. This can be done in several ways (e.g., addition of people who frequently exchange email with members of the set, 13 or addition of email messages that use terms in similar ways). When expansion is performed, the degree of similarity becomes an additional criterion that can be used to rank the expanded set.
Projection: Some or all of the first four capabilities can be found in many information access applications (for example, as collection overviews, ranked retrieval, search-within result set, and relevance feedback). It is the addition of projection that distinguishes our work by leveraging the content-actor framework that lies at the core of NetLens. In brief, sets based on content can be projected to create corresponding sets based on identity, and vice versa. For example, the recipients of emails found in a content set define an identity set, and the emails sent by people in an identity set define content set. This capability is described in greater detail below. Figure 2 shows the NetLens-Email user interface. The display is divided into two symmetric sections. On the left is the content (i.e., the email messages), and on the right are the actors (i.e., Initially the two sides are uncoupled; interaction with the content side would not affect the people side, and vice versa. This is indicated by the solid red circle at the center of the display in Figure   2 . Users can, however, establish unidirectional projection (with a right-click on that circle).
NetLens Interaction Design
When projection is enabled, the circle is replaced by a solid arrow showing the projection direction and the user-selected basis for that projection operation (Senders of messages, receivers of messages, messages received by and messages sent by). A right-click in any other region (i.e., anywhere other than directly over the projection symbol) will instead activate a pop-up menu to control expansion operations.
A query history management system records every interaction users make in NetLens and automatically annotates each interaction to help users remember earlier interactions. This provides support both for confirming or correcting previous interactions and for documenting interaction strategies. 
Adapting NetLens to Email
To implement the services required for NetLens-Email, we started by building computational representations of content and identity as described in section 3.
Two types of services are provided in NetLens-Email:
Search: Identity searches are based on approximate string matching (e.g., Ralph and Ralf will match more closely than George and Harry) or on communications patterns (e.g., finding frequent correspondents). Content searches are based on term overlap and term importance measures (i.e., rare terms receive more weight) using standard information retrieval techniques. NetLens-Email supports two different kinds of content search; keyword search and similar-email search. With keyword search, users can retrieve a set of emails using a free-text query. With the similar-email search feature in NetLens, users can retrieve a set of emails similar to a given email (or a given set of emails). When a set of emails is specified, the new (not quoted) body text of each email is extracted and concatenated to construct a (rather long) text query that is then used to retrieve emails that use similar words.
Description: Content is summarized by showing salient passages or by automatically summarizing threads. Identity is summarized by showing the bio, and interactive investigation of identity relationships is also supported by visual navigation of the communication graph using TreePlus (Lee et al., 2006) . In the bio, connectence and centrality are reported as categorical values: "Medium" if within one standard deviation of the mean, "Low" if more than one standard deviation below the mean, and "High" if more than one standard deviation above the mean. Because the automatic name detection accuracy was rather low (due to a lack of domain-specific training data), extracted names were displayed in the email content viewer, but they were not used as identity attributes.
Our initial NetLens-Email implementation, using MySQL with fully normalized relations, produced unacceptable response times when scaled up to the full CMU version of the Enron collection (which is two orders of magnitude larger than the Berkeley subset). In future work we expect to overcome this limitation by selectively indexing and selectively denormalizing some relations, but we adopted a simpler expedient for the design walkthroughs described in this article.
The key idea was to use a two step process in which the user first sees an overview of entire email collection with a simplified version of NetLens that supports only selection of a subset of the collection that is then exported to a fully functional NetLens interface for further investigation.
The User Experience: An Example of Rich Interaction
Imagine that we want to explore email between members of the senior management team at Enron. We might begin with several broad questions such as: -which executives relied most heavily on email?‖, -what kinds of topics did they discuss?‖ and -are unusual patterns evident in the email activity?‖ To illustrate how NetLens email could be used to explore such issues, we start by restricting the content to the 1,700 annotated messages in the Berkeley subset (Figure 3(a) ). We first identify the Enron employees among the senders and recipients of email in that subset by selecting -Domain‖ (i.e., the domain-name part of the email address) on the X-axis of the right (people) side overview (Figure 3(b) ). Selecting the Enron (i.e., @enron.com) bar in the resulting histogram yields in a filtered list of names and titles for Enron employees. We then restructure the right (people) side overview to show the distribution by title, noting 17 distinct titles (Figure 3(c) ). Deselecting titles that are not of interest using the checkboxes in the filter region on the right (people) side further filters the list to 27 email addresses. To see the emails sent by those people, we project that set of people to the left (content) side by with a right-click on the solid oval, followed by selection from the pull-down menu of a left arrow with -Sent by‖ semantics (Figure 3(d) ).
We now see just 25 of the emails sent by those 27 people are included in this 1,700-message subset. By changing the email overview to sort by -emotional tone‖ (a UC Berkeley annotation category), we can see that one-third of those emails are annotated as confidential (Figure 3(e) ).
Restructuring the left (content) side overview to display the distribution by the time of transmission (with one hour granularity), we observe that some were sent well after the end of a normal workday. Selecting the histogram bars between 8:00 PM and 3:00 AM results in retaining the 12 messages shown in the leftmost item list on the left (content) side (Figure 3(f) ). In this example, the rightmost item list on the left (content) side shows additional messages that are present in the same thread as at least one message in the leftmost idem list side; selecting any message in the leftmost item list would resort the rightmost item list to display other messages from that same thread first (with highlighting; not shown). Double-clicking on the first email in the leftmost item sets on the left (content) side brings up a popup window that shows the content of an individual email (the email viewer also lists names of people mentioned in that email on the right side of the popup window) (Figure 3(g) ).
Reversing the direction of the projection arrow and selecting -Sent to‖ semantics for the projection operation shows who received those confidential late-night emails. There are 34 recipients, of whom just 8 have an Enron email address (Figure 3(h) ). We could continue our exploration by viewing biographies for the non-Enron people who received confidential late-night messages, but in the interest of brevity we terminate our first example at this point.
Another User Experience: An Example of Scalable Interaction
In this second scenario, we illustrate the use of NetLens-Email with the less sophisticated annotations that we have produced using fully automated techniques.
We start by looking at the overviews of the entire dataset and review the attributes available. We select the emails marked with emotional tone tag -secrecy‖ and export them to get better performance and faster interaction. We change the overview to see the distribution by year, then by hour of the day and notice a lot of messages in the middle of the night (Figure 4Figure 4(a) ).
We select them to see who sent those emails by selecting a projection operation for -Senders of Messages‖ (Figure 44(b) ). We review the top of the list which is automatically sorted by number of emails sent. We select the top names and see the messages they sent by using the left arrow marked -Messages Sent By‖ (Figure 4(c) ). The messages on the left are filtered and the overview shows the topic distributions showing a spike for -California‖. We select the bar for that topic, narrowing the emails to that topic, we review when the messages were sent and see that it spread several years but increased recently. We then see who the recipients of those emails were by using the projection operation for -Receivers of Messages‖.
We order the results by -path length magnitude‖ which brings the people that are -more connected to others‖ to the top of the list (the -about‖ button is available to see a definition of the social network statistics field (Figure 4(d) ). This uncovers something interesting about two people mentioned in the emails: Tycholiz and Belden. We reset everything by pressing the -Home‖ button, and search for Tycholiz using the search box on the people side of the screen. Clicking on the name we can call up a bio (Figure 4(e) ). Reviewing the various signatures helps us figure out Tycholiz's job or see what aliases he uses. We set the arrow to see the messages received by Tycholiz. We see a mixture of emails and phone calls which are rare, so we filter to see only the calls, and listen to them (Figure 4(f) ). While listening we can see a list of people, places and keywords mentioned in each calls. We then switch to the emails. Some are part of a thread (indicated in the table with the number of emails in the thread) so we select the -thread summary‖ menu to generate a thread summary (Figure 4(g) ). For a particularly interesting thread, we use the -find similar emails‖ menu to find other emails that use similar vocabulary but where not retained by the series of filters we used. Those emails are saved in -my list‖. This leads to more people of 24 interest. We see a Treeplus view of the connection between Belden and the suspicious people we found (Figure 4(h) ).
After all that work, we can review the history list of all the action we took. A name was generated automatically for each step but we can rename the steps to be more meaningful and save the history of work which was performed for audit trail or to send to a colleague. We can also simply retrace the steps at anytime, or jump to any step to start a new exploration. 
Establishing a Baseline
Ranked retrieval systems such as Google Groups 10 are now a common access method for threaded discussion groups such as Usenet, and ranked retrieval has also been used for personal information management with large email collections (Dumais et al., 2003; Fisher et al., 2007) . We therefore chose a ranked retrieval system tailored to email as a baseline to which NetLens-Email could be contrasted. We call this ranked retrieval system the Email Archive Explorer (EAE). EAE and NetLens-Email both provide access to the same collection and they share some common analytic components (both systems use the same header analysis, threading, and free-text search; only NetLens-Email uses the other preprocessing results).
The graphical interface shown in Figure 5 was principally designed to support exploration of the Enron collection by system developers rather than end users. The user can search in headers (by email address and/or name), the subject lines, new body text, quoted text, or any combination of those fields. For each search field, one or more query terms can be specified. The system can (at the user's option) respond to a query by presenting either a ranked list of individual emails or a ranked list of email threads. The list can be sorted in decreasing order of matching score (i.e., the usual -relevance ranking‖) or chronologically. Users can then select individual emails (after first selecting the thread containing that email, if using thread retrieval) for display in either its native format or in a color-coded format that highlights system-recognized components such as the main header, quoted headers, salutation line, and signature blocks. Nested levels of quotation can also be color-coded to help with visualization of the email content and structure. Query construction is a stateless process (i.e., a new search query simply replaces the previous query, and new search results are generated that bear no necessary relation to the previous results). 
Expert Walkthroughs
Evaluating complex systems can be challenging, especially for exploratory tasks (White et al., 2006 ) and information visualization (Plaisant et al., 2008) . Several evaluation approaches are possible:
1) Flexibility can be evaluated by assessing the time and effort that are required to adapt
NetLens to new applications. The NetLens-Email system is one of three applications that we have developed to date (the third being a version for exploring photograph collections), so the details provided above contribute to our understanding of this aspect.
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2) Functionality can be evaluated by assessing the degree to which the capabilities needed to perform a task are provided. The expert walkthroughs reported in this section begin to address this issue.
3) Usability evaluation relies on structured or unstructured user studies to measure how well people are able to understand and employ the system. Results from a small study reporting on use of NetLens for bibliographic information exploration are reported in (Kang et al., 2006) . 4) Once a stable and scalable system is ready for operational employment, the overall utility of NetLens could be assessed with more complex user studies. Tightly controlled quantitative studies in laboratory settings offer some insight, but for exploratory tasks it is can be particularly useful to supplement quantitative studies with ethnographic observational studies of users doing their own work (Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2006) .
Those four approaches form a natural sequence, with our focus in this article being flexibility and functionality, and our focus in this section being functionality. Drawing on widely used practices from software engineering, Polson et al. (1992) proposed goal-oriented -cognitive walkthroughs‖ of early -on-paper‖ designs as one way of exploring the degree to which envisioned systems would support a user's cognitive processes. Walkthroughs can continue as part of an iterative process for requirements elicitation as system components become available, initially with a focus on characterizing the required functionality (Connell and Shaffer, 1995) . As designs mature, the balance between functionality and usability in these walkthroughs naturally shifts more towards usability, but at this stage in our work our walkthroughs focus principally on functionality. In this section we describe walkthroughs that we conducted with two domain experts.
We sought domain experts who could bring experience with similar sense-making tasks and an understanding of the challenges involved when working with large email collections. NetLensEmail was developed by one group within a large project team, and we found the needed expertise among other members of that team. One expert was a professional analyst with a Master of Library Science degree who had studied the use of Enron email in regulatory actions and litigation.
Our second expert was a professional archivist with a Ph.D. in Library Science who had served in an advisory role for a project in which long-term preservation of and access to a large collection of corporate email was a central issue.
Two sessions were conducted independently, one with each expert. At the outset of the session, the expert was asked to work with the two systems on a realistic open-ended exploratory task of their own choosing and to provide us with feedback on the design of our systems and with suggestions for our future work on tools to support exploration of large email collections. Both experts had previously used our EAE system, and we began our session with a 30-minute refresher session with that system in order to provide a point of comparison that was fresh in their mind. They then switched to NetLens-Email for the remaining 90 minutes of their session.
Before each expert started using each system we gave them a short demonstration of the available features of that system. We pointed out some known usability problems, and asked them to focus their attention principally on functionality rather than usability. They then used the tools themselves for the remainder of the session, although we answered questions about interface widgets and similar details when necessary so they could focus on higher-level tasks. Not surprisingly, both experts nevertheless made a substantial number of suggestions about usability (e.g., to somehow mark emails that had already been read) which we do not focus on here. In this section, we summarize the suggestions regarding functionality for each expert in turn, and then conclude by summarizing a few issues on which both experts commented.
A Professional Analyst
The first expert chose to work on the -401(k) question‖ (i.e., how Enron allegedly mishandled employees retirement funds). In the first part of the walkthrough, using the EAE system, this when looking at attributes that were less well populated (e.g., a distribution by job title proved not to be useful since that data was missing for most people). This expert wanted ways to create their own categories, and to correct erroneous metadata (e.g., adding additional job titles that the user could infer from emails that they read). This highlights the general issue of combining exploration with annotation, a capability that could be useful in many applications. The search and history features were used extensively, and the -my list‖ feature that we provided in which important emails could be saved was also remarked on positively.
Although the metadata about the emails and people was limited, this expert found that the available metadata sometimes helped them form a new question. For example, only 12 people had been marked as energy traders (which was Enron's core business), so finding one in a result set lead to a question focused on those traders. Filtering on emails sent by all traders followed by a search on -stock‖ in 2001 led to 15 emails, including one from Jim Schieger saying that he -has lost all confidence in management.‖ This expert remarked, however, that an understanding of the provenance of the metadata would be important to them (e.g., how was a name attached to an email address, or why was a particular email tagged as -confidential?‖).
Our first expert was able to chain multiple search, filter, and selection steps together to construct complex queries by projecting back and forth between the content and people sides of NetLensEmail. After a while, however, it became clear that this expert-who was of course still novice at using the NetLens-Email system-had lost track of the state of the system. When we discussed that problem at the end of the session, this expert suggested that a -storyboard‖ approach might be preferable to our present -butterfly or flip flop‖ design using two fixed panels. The storyboard they envisioned would create a new panel (for content or for people, as appropriate) to the right of the current panel whenever a projection operation is performed; the resulting strip of panels would automatically slide to the left to that two panels were still displayed, with the flow always left to
right. An animation effect could visually indicate the transfer of data from one panel to the other, and a panel thumbnail browser could be used to generate a visual overview of history and state.
This is actually an idea we had considered early in our design process, but we had chosen to first try a simpler fixed butterfly layout.
Overall, the first expert commented that even though NetLens-Email showed promise, it needed more work before it would be useful to analysts. They also observed that because NetLens-Email employs a novel interaction paradigm, it would be harder to learn to use it effectively.
A Professional Archivist
Our second expert encountered no difficulties with the EAE system; their comments during that part of the session focused on the processes that archivists use to explore collections (e.g., consulting multiple sources and taking notes about names and places) and not on system capabilities. When using NetLens-Email, this second expert explored many simpler questions rather than digging deeply into a single question as had our first expert. Chaining just two or three steps for each question resulted in disorientation being less of a problem in this case.
This expert made extensive use of pen and paper during the session, jotting down names and key terms (e.g., -blue dog‖), and gave detailed comments on how they would use a variety of tools in parallel to conduct the task (e.g., perhaps searching the Web to learn what -blue dog‖ meant).
They looked at automatically generated bios when they were available, commenting -this is just emails … historians will want to look at other things.‖ These considerations led to a suggestion that we consider integrating NetLens with resources external resources such as glossaries. Adding information to external resources (e.g., those maintained by the researcher) was also mentioned as an important part of this expert's work process. In discussions after their session, this expert pointed out the potential value of names and time frames for linking to external resources. For example, they suggested that a search on Ken Lay in the people panel of NetLens might also highlight his position on an organization chart.
The customizable overview region in NetLens-Email and the ability to filter an item set by selecting histogram bars were remarked on as helpful (-I like that, I can see where I am.‖). This expert commented that being able to follow a lead immediately (e.g., from an email, to people, to other emails those people sent) was useful, and it was an improvement over taking notes and then later performing a new search based on those notes. This expert drew a parallel between NetlensEmail overviews and the finding aids used in archives.
In general, this expert preferred threads over short messages, because -long emails are likely to be juicy.‖ Showing more clearly which items are messages and which are threads-or even just making it easy to find long messages-was suggested as a possible improvement. Specifically, this expert suggested that additional attributes (e.g., presence in a thread, and message length) be made available for use in the overview panel.
Finally, this expert suggested that automatically assigning attributes that would seem to call for some degree of inference when assigned by a human annotator (e.g., -emotional tone‖) might not be seen as helpful by some users of archives since -an historian will only use hard facts, like dates or names.‖
Other Issues
Both of our experts expressed some frustration with the limitation of both EAE and NetLensEmail to maintaining a single state. In the case of NetLens-Email, this state evolves over time, but at any time only one state is available. Professional searchers are trained to construct partial result sets that can then be combined in various ways (e.g., set union, set intersection, and search within a set). The history maintained in the multi-panel functionality suggested by our first expert offers one way in which users might -roll back‖ to a previous state, but including more complex operators for working with results sets could add even greater complexity to what is already a rather complex interaction process.
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Although both of our experts had some familiarity with the issues raised in the Enron investigations and the structure of the email collection that we used, they both encountered some complex technical or financial issues that simply could not be completely understood in a single two-hour session. This suggests that longitudinal studies with scholars pursuing their own research interests over an extended period might yield different types of insights. We are aware of one such community: researchers working with the 7-million-document Legacy Tobacco Document Library (which contains several hundred thousand emails). If NetLens can be extended to that scale (and in particular to work efficiently with the 1.5 TB of scanned documents in that collection), that could provide an excellent setting for our Multi-dimensional In-depth
Longitudinal Case Study (MILCS) methodology (Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2006) .
Conclusion
NetLens brings together three lines of research: user-directed exploration, representation based on content, and representation based on communication behavior. Each of these has been explored in depth individually, and there has also been considerable work on the three possible pairs (exploration of social networks, exploration of large document collections, and joint modeling of content and communication patterns). Where NetLens has the potential to make its strongest contribution is bringing all three together in a way that permits modular extension to new types of collections. NetLens-Email represents our first step in that direction. Through design experience and two functionality walkthroughs we have gained useful insights, some of which apply generally to the NetLens design (e.g., a storyboard format might help users remain oriented during complex tasks) and others of which are specific to NetLens-Email (e.g., signature blocks can be a useful element in a bio).
Two key lessons emerge from our study. First, the differences in work practice between analysts and archivists resulted in somewhat different conceptualization of the requirements for tools to support the sense-making task. Our analyst thought of what we had built as being in some sense new, providing capabilities that weren't available before. Our archivist, by contrast, saw what we had done as in essence replacing some, but by no means all, of what they would otherwise do using pencil and paper. NetLens emerged from research on information visualization, and it has now met the real world of work practices. Clearly, the time is right to apply participatory design in the next iteration of this requirements discovery process. Another key lesson is that NetLensEmail offers so many opportunities to assist the user with their task that -feature creep‖ becomes a risk.
What we hope to accomplish is to make exploration and sense-making a qualitatively different experience from use of a search engine, with or without pencil and paper. Scenario-based walkthroughs have the potential to capture visceral reactions in addition to feature-by-feature critiques, although because of the limited time available in each session we have probably just scratched the surface of that important topic. To the extent that a consistent message emerged on this point, it is that we now need to begin to embed some implicit guidance on ways to productively use the vast range of capabilities that we can provide. For example, we might give some -hidden functions‖ that presently reside in pop-up menus more prominent locations that permit direct manipulation, and we might label some of our displays in ways that more clearly suggest the types of interaction processes that users might employ.
Our work with manual annotations suggests that there is considerable potential for exploring ways of automating these types of richer annotations. For example, in future work position titles might be recovered automatically from signature blocks or inferred from other types of references to individual roles from within the collection. As we saw with automatically recognized references to person names, we will have to think carefully about how best to use the results of such a process, though, since more advanced extraction and inference tools will naturally make some mistakes.
While extending NetLens into NetLens-Email we had to address not only issues specific to email, but also general problems such as scalability. Scaling to millions or billions of records will always remain a challenge for visualization unless real-time aggregation is provided. The solution that we implemented to support our walkthroughs is only partially satisfactory, as it requires users to reduce the dataset first before gaining full interactive access to the data. Ultimately, very large datasets may well require that we simply think differently (Shneiderman, 2008) . Similarly working with email made it clear that NetLens needed more varied types of summaries than the original bar charts. Biographies or thread summaries are examples of summaries that are tailored for email, but ultimately we need to look to developing a general framework for generating summaries that could be applied to a variety of domains.
Although email has been our focus to date, similar functions could be provided for archived collections of instant messaging, meeting records, automatically transcribed telephone calls, and similar informal sources that are likely to make up an increasing share of the legacy that we leave to future generations. What makes email an interesting focus at this point in time is that email collections of substantial size, complexity, and importance are now available to support this research. By allowing us to focus on how people will make sense of informally produced content that they themselves had no role in creating, we have gained a glimpse into what we expect will be an important topic for future research on information access.
